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Part 1:
Introduction

5

So what comes to your mind when you hear the word
evangelism? Do you think of tent revivals, fire and brimstone
preaching or cold sales techniques? As we study the subjects of
evangelism and assimilation in the pages to follow, we will learn
fast that Biblical evangelism and assimilation are quite simple.
The most difficult task will be in trying to eliminate everything that
they are not.
This little booklet was originally a research paper that was
submitted for partial credit towards my doctoral classes at
Concordia Seminary: St. Louis, MO. More importantly it is also an
evangelism and assimilation strategy for Sidney Lutheran
Brethren Church. My hope and prayer is that it will serve as a
document to edify the church body, inspire an environment of
missional gratitude and ultimately minister to the parish of Sidney
Lutheran Brethren in its evangelism hopes and endeavors.
Grace and Peace to you as you embark on this journey of
understanding, implementing and living evangelism and
assimilation.

6

Part 2:
Analyzing Culture
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Cultural Landscape of the MonDak Region
Sidney lies in the eastern part of Montana at a point of
transition from Eastern and Western America. In a lot of ways the
whole MonDak1 region finds itself isolated from the cultural
impacts of both coasts. Not only does Sidney find itself isolated
from the cultural impacts of the coasts, it has been said that the
cultural identity of Western Montana and Eastern North Dakota
are culturally similar. Therefore, Eastern Montana and Western
North Dakota share a cultural identity that is unique and different
from the rest of Montana and North Dakota.
One of the common perceptions is that this cultural isolation
provides a stable place to live. However, according to Kathleen
Norris in her book, “Dakota2,” she states,
―The Western Dakota Community settled by whites are, and
always have been, remarkably unstable. The Dakotas have
always been a place to be from: some 80% of
homesteaders left within the first twenty years of settlement,

1

The term MonDak is used to reference the geographical and cultural area of Eastern MT and
Western ND.
2
Kathleen Norris’ book was recommended to me by several established pastors in the Sidney
Community in accurately describing the culture of Sidney. It is an essential book in helping one
understand the challenges to evangelism as well as the evangelism opportunities. For further
study of the culture of the MonDak region, it is highly recommend, especially the following
chapters: The Beautiful Places; Dakota: Or, Gambling, Garbage, and the New Ghost Dance;
Gatsby on the Plains; The Holy Use of Gossip; Can You Tell the Truth in a Small Town.
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and our boom-and-bust agricultural and oil industry economy
has kept people moving in and out (mostly out) ever since.‖3
The instability of the area can be easily heard in discussing the
current oil boom in the Sidney area. The opinions are very wide
and extremely deep. In fact one can easily hear the tension
between those that remember the pains of past oil busts and
those that are optimistic over the current oil boom.4 It seems as if
the fate of the Sidney community hinges upon the world oil
market; something that is out of its control and authority.
Furthermore, the large ranching and farming community relies
upon the good fortune of weather patterns, so as to ensure a
good crop and good feed for cattle.
Due to the instability of the region and the geographical
separation from Western Montana and Eastern North Dakota,
long standing residents of communities like Sidney tend to bind

3

Kathleen Norris, Dakota, A Spiritual Geography (Mariner Books, 2001), 8.
The optimism of the current oil boom and the pain/wounds from past oil busts that are
simultaneously present in Sidney provide an interesting challenge in ministering Law and
Gospel. For example, the culture of optimism provides a great platform for discussing
evangelism, outreach, and so on; however, the detriment to this optimism mentality is that the
oil boom economy becomes a distraction for the need of the Gospel... hope can be easily
placed in oil rather than the Gospel. On the other side of the coin, the pain and wounds in the
culture makes some individuals prime for receiving the hope of the unchanging Gospel,
however, due to the past pain and wounds there are many times a hardness of heart and
ingrained bitterness which block the hearing of the Gospel.
4
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together in the spirit of local independence. They have weathered
the storms of the unpredictable oil economy and have endured
through difficult times. While this societal strength serves to knit a
bond of trust, community endurance and small town pride… every
strength has an Achilles‟ heel. The Achilles‟ heel is that local
control is revered, a spirit of John Wayne independence is
prevalent and a worldview can develop where among some there
is a suspicion of outsiders5.
With the current oil boom6 comes an influx of new people to
the community7. It doesn‟t take a highly skilled sociologist to see
the abundance of campers, the filled hotels and oil man-camps to
realize that this geographical area is busting with an influx of
people from different areas of North America. Inadvertently with
the influx of people as wells as the encroachment of pop-culture

5

This distrust of outsiders is very important in understanding evangelism. A pastor or
evangelist from the outside will have a difficult time speaking into the culture without earning
the trust or becoming incarnate into the culture. In further sections I will argue that the gospel
being communicated by a lifelong citizen, through what is called the oikos, is much more
effective in evangelism than a pastor or evangelist coming in from the outside.
6
According to local oil investors and land-men, the current oil boom has been in effect since
2007.
7
At the time of writing this paper there is only one available house on the market here in the
community of Sidney.
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media into the agrarian culture of Sidney comes a cultural
collision between an agrarian culture and cosmopolitan culture.
In the book ―Leading Through Change‖ the authors highlight
the cultural tensions that exist in small towns such as Sidney. It is
highlighted in the table below8:
Scenario

Agrarian

Cosmopolitan

Success is Defined by:

Survival

Advancement

Optimal Size is Viewed:

Small is Beautiful

Big is Better

Community Operates:

Independently

Interdependently

Planning is:

Presumptuous

Essential

Need to be a
Jack-of-all-trades
Uncertain

Specialized

Pessimistic9

Optimistic

Time is:

Task Oriented

Day-planner Organized

Work is:

Manual

Mental

People are viewed through:

Relationships

Roles

Decision Making Happens:

Through

Through Top-Down

Work and Skills Are:
Finances are:
Outlook on Life is:

Steady

Grassroots

8

Barney Wells, Martin Giese, Ron Klassen, Leading Through Change ~ Shepherding the Town
and Country Church in a New Era (Church Smart Resources, 2005), 26-35.
9
Frequent disappointments due to unforeseen circumstances (i.e. hail, unpredictable weather,
frost, cattle disease, fluctuating markets, etc…) can produce a pessimistic outlook for the
agrarian. Therefore as a defense mechanism and a protection against dashed hopes, they
expect the worse, and then whatever happens isn’t so bad.
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It is obvious that the mixture of these two cultures presents a
challenge for day to day church ministry but especially for
evangelism. While the Gospel supersedes culture, the previous
table is useful in thinking about how one might contextualize the
message of the Gospel for the sake of clear communication. As
stated before, the culture of Sidney is a mixture of both Agrarian
and Cosmopolitan ideology10.
Theological Landscape of North America and Sidney
Moralistic, Therapeutic Deism. What? This is the fancy
terminology that Michael Horton in his recent book, ―Christless
Christianity,‖ uses to describe the theological landscape of much
of North American Christianity. Actually this terminology was first
coined by a sociologist named Christian Smith. Horton goes on to
explain the major beliefs of Moralistic, Therapeutic Deism by
listing its beliefs as follows11:
1) God created the world
10

The established farming and ranching community of Sidney would be examples of agrarians.
The USDA Research Center, Sidney Health Center, Sidney Public Schools and many commercial
businesses would be examples of cosmopolitans. The influx of the oil developers brings a
mixture of agrarian and cosmopolitan influence. However, in my opinion, the influx of oil
developers, the continual influence of pop-culture through the television and internet as well as
the availability of long-distance education are bringing a strong wave of cosmopolitan influence
upon the culture of Sidney which in the past has predominantly been agrarian.
11
Michael Horton, Christless Christianity ~ The Alternative Gospel of the American Church
(Baker Books, 2008), 41.
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2) God wants people to be good, nice and fair to each other,
as taught in the Bible and most world religions
3) The central goal of life is to be happy and to feel good
about oneself
4) God does not need to be particularly involved in one‟s life
except when needed to resolve a problem
5) Good people go to heaven when they die.
In layman‟s terms, God expects good morals from us (i.e.
moralistic). God is there to help us be happy and help us in the
time of need (i.e. therapeutic). Finally, God is not too involved;
He is not really personal but busy overseeing the world (i.e.
deism).
At the heart of this theology are some very definable things.
Horton peals back even more layers to show us that this theology
is really derived from what is called Pelagianism.12 The spirit of
Pelagianism denies mankind‟s total depravity and affirms
mankind‟s own power, thus making salvation something that
mankind cooperates with God in. The spirit of Pelagianism also
12

According to Horton on page 44, “A fourth century British monk named Pelagius was appalled
by the immorality he saw when he arrived in Rome, the center of Christendom. Assuming that
the emphasis of the African bishop Augustine on human helplessness and divine grace was at
the root, Pelagius and his followers denied original sin. Sin is not a universal condition but
simply a choice that each of us makes. With our free will we can choose to follow Adam’s bad
example or Jesus’ good example. Although it was officially condemned by the church (even in its
softer ‘semi-Pelagian’ form), Pelagianism has always been a perennial threat. After all, it is our
most natural theology.”
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teaches us that mankind has a free will and is essentially good.13
The implications of this are extremely detrimental to the Christian
faith and evangelism. The reason being: instead of seeing
mankind‟s internal condition as the problem, the problem
becomes external sinful actions and external sinful situations that
mankind must choose to avoid. In other words, the poison of sin
is seen as outside of us, therefore we then need to simply avoid
the traps of sin. We accomplish this by looking inward to our own
wisdom, following 10 steps here or there and by pulling ourselves
up by our boot straps to avoid the pitfalls of sin. Where is Christ
in this? He is a helper, coach and example to us in showing and
inspiring us in the way of how to avoid the evils outside of us.
Simply put this theology ends up teaching that our problems are
external and our hope is internal. The main issue that I have with
this is that instead of the problem being inward and our hope
being outside of us, Pelagianism simply reverses this; it is antiscriptural and distorts one‟s actual need of the Gospel.

13

For further study of Pelagianism in comparison to Semi-Pelagianism, Synergism and
Unconditional Grace, please refer to the Appendix document titled, “Human Nature and the
Salvific Work of God.
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Scriptures teach us the very opposite, that the problem is
inward (i.e. our sinful condition) and our solution is outside of us in
the person of Christ.14 Not only is Pelagianism anti-scriptural,
history has shown us that it is detrimental to the health and
evangelism of the church. According to Horton, ―every Dark Age
in church history was due to the creeping influence of the humancentered gospel of "pulling oneself up by the bootstraps."

Whenever God is seen as the sole author and finisher of
salvation, there is health and vitality. To the degree that human

14

See Romans 3:10-ff
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beings are seen as agents of their own salvation, the church loses
its power, since the Gospel is "the power of God unto salvation for
everyone who believes" (Rom 1:16).‖15
The culture of Sidney and the MonDak region are really in
the same boat as the rest of Christendom. Much of the MonDak
secular culture has bought into Moralistic, Therapeutic Deism.
Furthermore, the effects of Pelagianism are even found in local
established churches of the region where self-help messages
avail with conditional gospel and many times a heavy emphasis
on moralism rather than the centrality of Christ-crucified.
The MonDak‟s local spirit of independence as well as the
distrust of outsiders can and is a perfect cultural breeding ground
for Pelagianism or semi-Pelagianism to flourish spiritually
speaking. In other words, the focus of hard work, getting „er
done, and the independent cowboy spirit of the MonDak region
actually promotes a favorable habitat for Pelagianism.

15

Michael Horton, Pelagianism: The Religion of the Natural Man
(http://www.monergism.com/thethreshold/articles/onsite/pelagiannatural.html), January 25th
of 2011.
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On the flip side, MonDak‟s experience with the
unpredictability of markets & economy (i.e. uncertainty and
limitedness of mankind‘s abilities), the distrust of the supposedly
next best thing, the isolation from the hype of coastal trends/fades
all provide a marvelous opportunity and habitat for the authority of
the Gospel, Christ-crucified, to flourish and remain steadfast.
Cultural Landscape of North American
Over the last several decades the church in America has
been finding itself gazing out of the front doors of the church at a
constantly changing cultural landscape. According to Eddie
Gibbs, in his book Church Next, ―Churches can become so
traumatized by their internal problems that they fail to notice that
society at large is in the midst of a cultural shift of seismic
proportions, which affects every area of society.‖16
At one time the Christian church was in a cultural majority;
the church was very influential in society; and the church was
embraced and supported by culture17. This resulted in a society
that understood the basics of the Christian story. Words like
16

Eddie Gibbs, The Church Next (InterVarsity Press, 2000), 19.
Many refer to this as the Constantinian Age of Western Civilization (Approximately 313 AD to
1970’s AD)
17

17

grace and atonement were understood in a biblical context. In
evangelism, many understood the basics of Christianity which
granted a common platform of language and context for the
gospel to be delivered. People would seek out the pastor for
assistance and input in life‟s issues. Overall there was a uniform
and common foundation for understanding life. Francis Schaeffer
comments on this period of history saying, ―…in evangelism, in
spiritual matters, and in Christian education, you can begin with
the certainty that your audience understands you.‖18
In the last several decades we have seen dramatic changes
as prayer has been removed from school, the Ten
Commandments removed from courthouses and the name of God
stricken. Right before our eyes, the church has shifted into a
cultural minority position19 resulting in less cultural support and a
Christian voice that is often not heard, sought out nor respected.
Furthermore, the Christian story has been lost in our culture and
words grace and atonement conjure up thoughts of perfume and

18

Francis Schaeffer, Trilogy ~ The God Who is There (Crossway Books, 1990), 7.
Many refer to this age as a Post-Constantinian Age or Post-Christian Age. (Approximately
1970’s AD to Present)
19

18

a recent Academy Award winning movie. We not only see this
shift in the church‟s place in society but we also see a shift in the
way that people think and process the world and understand truth.
We have entered into a new period and a new culture; we are no
longer living in a world familiar to the church.
It is easy to close our eyes and wish for the days that the
church was respected, honored and held in the majority. Another
option is to engage this new culture, but then we soon realize that
―if we Christians try to talk to people as though they are from a
previous generation when in reality they are from the present
generation, we will only beat the air.‖20 In my opinion, all of these
options miss the point that this new culture is here and I believe
that it is here to stay.

20

Ibid, 9. Note, the above is a paraphrase from Schaeffer. The original comment is stated as,
“If we Christians try to talk to people as though they were above the line when in reality they
are this side of it, we will only beat the air.”

19

Part 3:
Equipping SLBC

20

Equipping for Evangelism21
In part 3 of this paper I will attempt to lay out material that is
necessary for equipping Sidney Lutheran Brethren with the task
for evangelism and assimilation into the theological atmosphere
and culture of Sidney and North America. The equipping shall
take place in through: 1) the reading of this paper; 2) small group
studies such as Sunday School, Wednesday Night Bible Studies;
3) The use of the study guides in the appendix; 4) Boards and
Committees wrestling with the information presented in this
report. 5) possible special meetings, trainings, roleplaying,
forums, etc… 6) publications of this paper through CD, Blogs and
Podcasts
What is the Gospel?
The word Gospel is essentially boiled down to the idea of
good news. It is the good news that God has accomplished
salvation for all mankind. It is the good news that God will not
count men‟s sin against them, having ―made him who had no sin
21

Special Note: Evangelism and witnessing can be thought of as synonyms; they communicate
the same message. The only distinctions that can be made are between the intentionality and
spontaneous-ness of each. Evangelism shares the good news in a more complete, intentional
and organized way whereas witnessing shares the gospel in a spontaneous way in the midst of
everyday life situations.

21

to be sin for us, so that in him we might become the
righteousness of God.22‖ It is good news that sinners are made
friends with God through the death burial and resurrection of
Jesus Christ. It is a message of good news of what God has
done outside of us and in spite of our failings, all for Christ‟s
sake.23
What is Missions and Evangelism?
The best way to describe missions would be to first start by
describing what it is not. Missions is24:






NOT primarily fellowship
NOT primarily prayer
NOT primarily worship
NOT primarily mission trips
NOT primarily the great commission

Rather, missions is,
 ―God at work seeking to restore His creation to Himself.25‖

22

2 Corinthians 5:21
Take special note that the Gospel of Jesus Christ presupposes that we are in sinners. The
gospel can’t be good news if it doesn’t presuppose bad news. The bad news is that mankind
fell into sin (Genesis 3). We are born into sin and our condition is one of fallen-ness (See Psalms
51:5 & Romans 3:10-ff). Furthermore mankind has sinned against God in thought, word and
deed. The bad news is that mankind has turned inward away from God and essentially is an
enemy with God. However, according to Romans 5:8, “while we were still sinners, Christ died
for us.” That is the good news we are talking about!
24
Taken from Unit 2 of DM-954 Class titled, “Strategies for Evangelism & Assimilation.” Dr.
Luke Biggs (Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri), January of 2011
25
CTCR Theological Statement of Missions, 1986.
23

22

Very simply put, it is all too easy for Christians to believe that
missions is something that we do. Rather, missions doesn‟t
belong to men but it is something that belongs to God. God is the
one that is at work seeking to restore His creation to Himself!
This is good news! Note in the definition above that it is God who
is the subject and also the object of the statement. This definition
of missions is Theo-centric or we could say God-centered rather
than man-centered.
Continuing in this line of thought we would more specifically
define that missions happens in the person of Jesus Christ.
Missions is not only to be thought of as God-centered but also
Christ-centered. Missions is what God has done by sending
Jesus to restore mankind to Himself. Just think about this for a
moment, the person and work of Christ is the testimony of God in
mission towards us. The mission began back in Genesis 3:15
and continued all through scripture until the arrival of Jesus in the
manger some 2000 years ago. This drive of mission is also heard
in the words of Jesus in Mark 10:45 when he said, "For even the
Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give

23

His life as a ransom for many." The mission of God was fulfilled
and completed in Jesus Christ in the climax of the cross. Mission
accomplished… It is Finished!
In order to deliver the benefits of this accomplished mission
God has established the church, the body of believer. To the
church God has given what is called the means of grace26.
Through the Word and the Sacraments the work of Christ is
subjectively applied to mankind. Simply put, this happens: 1) as
the pastor publicly preaches the Word (i.e. Law and Gospel) and
administers the Sacraments of baptism and communion; 2) as
individual saints minister through their vocation, service to
neighbor, participate in worship, use their service gifts, etc… 3)
But it is especially through witnessing and evangelism that God
involves His saints in carrying out His mission.27
As we shift to evangelism we see that evangelism is28:
 NOT salesmanship or manipulation
26

Means of Grace = the way that God delivers the knowledge and benefit of Christ’s
redemption from sin to the human race. This is namely the proclaimed Word and Sacraments.
(Paraphrased from the CLBA Statement of Faith)
27
Taken from Unit 2 of DM-954 Class titled, “Strategies for Evangelism & Assimilation.” Dr. Luke
Biggs (Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri), January of 2011.
28
Taken from Unit 3 of DM-954 Class titled, “Strategies for Evangelism & Assimilation.” Dr.
Luke Biggs (Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri), January of 2011.
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NOT the presentation of legal or moral demands
NOT a legalistic response to law
NOT the fulfillment of self
NOT restricted exclusively to the pastoral office
NOT a mechanical method or a slick sales technique

Rather evangelism is:
 ‖Sharing the Gospel with those who do not yet confess
Jesus Christ is Lord, to the end that they might enjoy all the
benefits of our Lord Jesus Christ.29‖
 ―Telling the good news of Jesus Christ, His life, death and
resurrection to an unbeliever in an organized and intentional
way so as to properly distinguish Law and Gospel with an
understanding that it is through such means that God is able
to work conversion.30‖
I have long appreciated understanding evangelism in the realm
of a news announcer and a used car salesmen comparison.
Seeing evangelism through the lens of a used car salesmen we…
bring the gospel out, let people test drive it, kick the tires, tell them
of all the benefit & perks and then see if we can get them to sign
on the dotted line. Once they have signed on the dotted line then
we hand over the keys to the kingdom! This is a very mancentered way of viewing evangelism because the emphasis and

29

The Board for Evangelism Services, LCMS.
Taken from Unit 3 of DM-954 Class titled, “Strategies for Evangelism & Assimilation.” Dr.
Luke Biggs (Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri), January of 2011
30
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pressure is on us to close the deal, whereas the idea of a news
announcer captures the original intent of evangelism. Seeing
evangelism through the lens of a news announcer we… simply
report what happened, what occurred and what took place in an
event such as the life, death and resurrection of Jesus. The
original Greek word euaggelizomai was used of an
announcer/herald who traveled from city to city announcing the
good news that a war was over, that victory had been achieved.
The news announcer view of evangelism is not only biblical but it
sees our calling as heralds! Christ finished it all on the cross!
That is the good news. It is good news that has already
happened. It is good news that is finished. As evangelists we
announce to people that their war with death, God‟s wrath
towards their sin and the power of the devil have been won and
finished by Jesus. No kicking the tires, no having to use slick
sales techniques… simply reporting what God has done in His
mission towards fallen humanity through Christ, so that people
may receive the good news by faith.31 Michael Green in his book

31

Romans 10:17 ~ The reason why we can hold to the new announcer view of evangelism is

26

titled ―Evangelism in the Early Church‖ supports this idea of a
news announcer saying, ―The early preachers did not enter into
dialogue with the world, except to understand it and to present
their life-changing message in terms comprehensible to their
contemporaries.‖32
Understanding Bridges of Evangelism
While it is essential to maintain that it is God who does the
work in conversion through the power of His proclaimed word33
and that missions is primarily seen in the context of God in
mission for mankind, we do not and cannot keep this good news
to ourselves. As members of the body of Christ we are blessed
with the good news of the Gospel so that we might be a blessing
to others. But why evangelize we may say?
Michael Green comments on the motives of the early church
in evangelism by stating, ―A great deal is made in some
missionary writings of ‗the Great Commission‘ in Matthew 28:18-

because we believe the Word is powerful and effectual. In other words, we believe and confess
that the Holy Spirit Works through the announced Word of Law to bring sinners to know their
lost condition and that through the announced Word of the Gospel God brings sinners to faith
in the Gospel. In other words, the Word is effectual. (Paraphrase of CLBA Statement of Faith,
Paragraph G)
32
Michael Green, Evangelism in the Early Church (Eerdmans Publishing, 2003), 208.
33
Note Romans 10:17
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20. No doubt this was important. Obedience to the Lord was the
great new commandment Jesus had left to those who loved him:
‗If you love me, keep my commandments.‘ But in point of fact it is
quoted very little in the writings of the second century. The Great
Commission did not appear to have played a great part in sending
the early Christians out in evangelism.34‖ So, this raises the
question to what or why were they motivated for evangelism?
Green states, ―There can be little doubt that the main motive for
evangelism was a theological one. These men did not spread
their message because it was advisable for them to do so, nor
because it was the socially responsible thing to do. They did not
do it primarily for humanitarian or agathistic utilitarian reasons.
They did it because of the overwhelming experience of the love of
God which they had received through Jesus Christ. In a word,
Christian evangelism has its motivation rooted in what God is and
what he has done for man through the coming and the death and

34

Ibid.
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the resurrection of Jesus. ‗We love because he first loved
us.35‘36‖
In our culture of American consumerism it can be all too
easy for the contemporary church to lose sight of the reason we
do evangelism, become distracted by a plethora of other things
and fail to keep centered in the key component of gratitude. The
crux of the problem is that when the church is not motivated by
gratitude then it is most likely motivated by law or impure nonkingdom desires. The law is a lousy motivator for loving our
neighbor with the Gospel and the law is a lousy tool for embracing
others into the body of Christ. For gratitude is what motivates the
church in evangelism, a gratitude that is a result of a God that first
loved us. (1 John 4:19)
Not only was the church motivated by gratitude, it also
conducted evangelism in the midst or within tension. In other
words, much of the early evangelism was messy. Not a little but
very messy. According to Richard Fletcher in his book titled, ―The
Barbarian Conversion‖ there were many cases where the
35
36

1 John 4:19
Green, 278.
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conversion process took up to a dozen years. This would happen
when people would accept Christ as a deity in an abstract way
and then progress into the faith (i.e. receive Christ as a savior
later on). In many circumstances they would definitely enter the
Christian community prior to believing.37 As we can about
imagine, this made things messy and created a great deal of
tension for the church.38
It is in this context of gratitude and the tension of messiness
that we approach the following bridges of evangelism. The
following bridges can be thought of as conduits that God uses to
deliver the good news of the gospel to the culture we find
ourselves in.39
The Bridge of Personal Evangelism
―We are to be in the world and for the world but not of the
world.40‖

37

Richard Fletcher, The Barbarian Conversion (University of California Press, 1997), 97-ff.
I am reminded of Jim Engel’s “Engel Scale” which used a scale with a minus 9 to a positive 3
to describe the conversion process. In a modified scale one can rejoice in the process of an
unbeliever towards the cross and yet still distinguish the process from the definite conversion
point.
39
The idea of building bridges is taken from Kent R. Hunter’s book The Jesus Enterprise
(Abingdon Press, 2004), 31. I appreciate his idea of relationship bridges as conduits but will be
expounding on this idea of a bridge differently than he has put forth in his book.
40
Original source of quote unknown.
38
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In Jesus‟ high priestly prayer in John 17 we see Christ
praying in verses 15 against what we would call syncretism and
sectarianism. As believers in Christ we live in a divine tension in
this life between becoming the culture and failing to engage the
culture.41
Sectarianism:
Jesus‟ prayer was that the disciples would not be taken out
of the world. It is all too easy for us to become fearful of the
world, to pull back and fail to engage culture. To make it worse
we justify it by claiming that we are not to be a part of the world.
However, this kind of sectarian attitude alienates us from the
world, a world that needs to hear the announcement that Jesus
finished everything.
Syncretism:
On the opposite side of the coin Jesus also prayed that the
disciples would be kept from the evil one. It is equally easy for us
to become subjected to syncretism where we become one with
the culture so as to be ineffective.

41

Refer to the appendix for the sheet titled, “Christ and Culture” for more information on this
subject.
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Therefore, I would argue for the saying that is printed above.
As followers of Christ we are in the word because we are for the
world yet we are not of the world. Furthermore, I would argue that
our evangelism must always be formed by our theology, driven by
gratitude and informed by the culture we minister to42. To live in
this tension is to live by faith in the shadow of the cross.
On a practical note it is easy to believe that the growth of the
early church was due to the enthusiasm of 12 apostles. However,
the growth of the early church came through the explosion of the
laity—―ordinary men and women telling their friends and family
about Jesus Christ and the Good News of salvation.43‖ Today it is
no different, the evangelism does not come about mainly by the
work of the Pastor but by the work of laity doing the work of an
evangelist in their vocations.44
The Bridge of Oikos Evangelism
Personal evangelism happens best and tends to be most
effective when it happens through and within the already natural
42

Taken from Unit 3 of DM-954 Class titled, “Strategies for Evangelism & Assimilation.” Dr.
Luke Biggs (Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri), January of 2011
43
Win Arn & Charles Arn, The Master’s Plan for Making Disciples (Baker Books, 1998), 44.
44
See 1 Timothy 4:5 ~ However, please keep in mind that the work of evangelism is nothing
more than an announcement of what God has done in the mission of Christ. This personal
evangelism takes place as laity testifies to others of what God has done in Christ.
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established networks of life. Win and Charles Arn in their book
―The Master‘s Plan for Making Disciples‖ refer to this as the oikos.
The word oikos is the Greek word for family. This idea of oikos
can be thought of as family, friends, relatives, work associates,
neighbors, etc… Win and Charles put forth that evangelism
through the oikos is the best way for evangelism to take place.
They state the following45:
 Ministry through the oikos (i.e. the networks of families and
friends) is natural. The gospel isn‟t forced into a canned
hour long presentation but can happen through the natural
and relaxed events of life
 Ministry through the oikos tends to reach entire families
 Ministry through the oikos already has built in trust
 Ministry through the oikos aids and supports in assimilation
 Ministry through the oikos is cost-effective
What we have learned thus far then is that evangelism
happens primarily through the following way: the church
evangelizes primarily as the laity share the news about God‟s
accomplished mission in Jesus Christ and/or connect unbelievers,

45

Ibid, 49-53.
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through the already established oikos network, to the end that
they might enjoy all the benefits of our Lord Jesus Christ.46
The Bridge of Corporate Evangelism
What role does the corporate church have to play in this
understanding of evangelism? What is the church? ―The church
is an assembly of believers in a certain locality among whom the
Gospel is purely taught and the sacraments are rightly
administered.‖47 Very simply put, it is through the proclamation of
the Word and the Administration of the Sacraments that
parishioners of a local church body are blessed and edified so
that they may be a blessing to their neighbor. Therefore, it can
also be stated that evangelism can happen as parishioners,
through their oikos network, invite people to a worship service so
that they may hear the announcement of the Gospel.48
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It is my belief that the already established oikos network within the culture of Sidney is the
best option for evangelism to take place in Richland County, for the oikos network penetrates
the already established culture of the area of Sidney.
47
CLBA Statement of Faith, Paragraph I.
48
The sad reality in many evangelical churches today is that the Gospel has taken a back seat to
the more ‘practical’ preaching of the day. In many of the evangelical churches of North
America today, it is difficult to hear a clear proclamation of the Gospel due to the plethora of
“how to” sermons such as: How to Have a Better Marriage, How to Have Your Best Life Now,
and 10 Steps Towards Financial Success. When practical preaching has taken the place of
Gospel Preaching, evangelism may not be possible by bringing a non-believer directly to a
church. However, when the Gospel of Christ-crucified is proclaimed through the Pulpit and
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While marketing can be useful for the corporate church
body, it must be maintained that marketing cannot replace the
Word and Sacraments as the only work of God for conversion.
Furthermore, corporate marketing cannot replace or become an
alternative to the already established and effective oikos
network.49
Equipping for Assimilation ~ Explanation
Evangelism‟s main goal is, ―sharing the Gospel with those
who do not yet confess Jesus Christ is Lord, to the end that they
might enjoy all the benefits of our Lord Jesus Christ.50 However,
once this has happened, a newly converted person then begins
the lifelong process of being discipled in the midst of the church.
This happens as they join together in community around the Word
and Sacraments. The theology and understanding of assimilation
simply covers the process, reason and ways that new Christians

Worship Service, evangelism can happen by simply inviting a non-believer to hear the external
word… for faith comes by hearing. (Romans 10:17)
49
According to analysis from sources like Win and Charles Arn, corporate church marketing is
expensive and relatively ineffective compared to the inexpensive and effective evangelism
possibilities through the oikos network of parishioners. More on this subject will be covered in
section 4 of this paper in the section titled, “Several Cautions To Keep In Mind.”
50
The Board for Evangelism Services, LCMS.
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or new members are included into an already existing church
body.
What is Assimilation?
It would be best before we pursue a theology of assimilation
for us to understand exactly what is meant by the term
assimilation. Assimilation is the blending or fusing of minority
groups into a more dominant society.51 In other words, it is the
process of taking a minority group or a person and grafting them
into a large dominant society. In the case of our discussion, the
minority group would constitute a new convert to the faith52 or we
could also apply this to the addition of a Christian to a church from
another local church.53 Both the recently converted and the
transfer Christian are then assimilated into a larger dominant
society such as the local church body made up of fellow believers.
What Do We Assimilate Into? Theological Assimilation…
There is a concept called the Friendship Factor. The
Friendship Factor says that some 70-90% of people who join a
51

Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Assimilation (January 30th of 2011)
One could characterize this as Conversion Assimilation. This kind of assimilation is grafting in
a newly converted person into the theological and practical culture of an already existing
church body.
53
One could characterize this as Transfer Assimilation. This kind of assimilation is grafting an
already converted person into an new church body context.
52
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church join primarily for the reason of friendship54. The power of
friendship and kinship55 tends to be a primary reason or
opportunity for assimilation of people into the church body. I
appreciate and think it is a wonderful strength to allow ministry to
happen through the natural oikos or family. Furthermore,
assimilation does happen as friendships are made and
established and people are incorporated into serving in the church
body. However, is this what ultimately unites the church...
friendships and family? Or is there something more profound that
unites the church than simply a blood relationship or common
interests?
The downfall to the Friendship Factor of Assimilation is
that this way of integrating people into the church does not go far
enough, or it might simply be the wrong way of assimilating to
begin with. For example, if people are assimilated into a church
on the basis of the Friendship Factor, then the assimilation is only
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Joel Heck, New Member Assimilation ~ Practical Prevention of Backdoor Loss Through
Frontdoor Care (Concordia Publishing House, 1988), 21.
55
The Friendship Factor is the essentially the same thing as the oikos network that has already
been established in the previous part of this paper. As it is stated, 70-90% of the people who
join the church join primarily because of friendships and kinship. This is the incredible power
and opportunity that is presented to the church through the natural network of the oikos.
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as good as the relationships are. Furthermore, church unity is
then hinged upon friendships and family. From personal
experience I have seen how assimilation into a church can
happen on the basis of the Friendship Factor but dis-assimilation
can also easily occur when those same friendships destroy
assimilation and end up in people leaving the church on the basis
of personalities. I have also seen in where a new individual tries
to connect to a church body only to fail because he/she does not
have the right family ties or the right interests to conjure up a
fruitful friendship that would connect him/her to the church body.
Thank God that assimilation can happen in a very different
way. Praise God that what binds us together as a church body is
something eternal and non-perishing. An eternal assimilation
happens as our unique personal stories are assimilated into a
grand and divine story; God's story of redemption in Jesus. God‟s
story doesn‟t become a part of our story; rather we are
assimilated into the grand meta-narrative of God‟s
redemption. As members of the church we join together into the
bride of Christ; as common sinners with a common
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bridegroom... Christ. We grow into the death, burial and
resurrection of Jesus. Our assimilation into the church does not
come through a blood line but comes through faith in the
promised words of scripture. The Word does not change and is
an objective standard and a rich source for all to be incorporated
into. Think about the foundation of being assimilated into
Christ! It isn't that friendships and family are not important, rather,
the body is joined together in an eternal perspective that runs
much deeper than common interests and family ties. This kind of
assimilation provides a much greater foundation for the church
body and grants the church with the ability to weather the storms
of personality struggles and inter-personal conflicts to a much
greater degree than simple Friendship Assimilation because there
is unity and assimilation in Spirit and Truth. Therefore, Friendship
Assimilation can be put into proper context and thought of as a
way of connecting people to a much richer assimilation, the grand
story of God‟s redemption in Christ.
In the following section, we will be fleshing out more
specifically to what exactly people are assimilated into.
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Assimilate into the Word and Christ Crucified
It seems simple enough that we are assimilated and joined
together into and around the Bible as Christians. However, the
way we understand the Bible and view the main theme of the
Bible will have drastic results in our assimilation. For example, if
we approach the Old Testament primarily as a collection of stories
to make us more moral, we are severely missing the whole point
of the Old Testament and being assimilated into a faulty
foundation. Or, if we approach the New Testament primarily as a
collection of prophecies predicting the end of the age, we are
severely missing the whole point of the New Testament and not
being assimilated into the main theme and teaching of the Bible.
So, what is the main theme of the Bible? In the story of
Jesus dialoguing with two individuals on the road to Emmaus in
Luke 24:27 it says, "beginning with Moses and all the Prophets,
he interpreted to them in all the Scriptures the things concerning
himself." As we can see, Jesus interpreted the scriptures to the
two individuals by showing them that the Old Testament was all
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about Him. What this means for us is that our interpretive lens for
the Old Testament is simply... Christ.
As we look to the Gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
we see four books that are essentially the biographies of Jesus
Christ. Then as we travel to the epistles (i.e. Paul's letters to
churches) we see that Paul talks to the churches about
Jesus. Like the Old Testament, the New Testament scriptures
are also about Christ.
So, "just what is the main theme of the Bible?" We can
simply answer this saying, "the whole Bible is a book about....
Jesus!" What theme and message do we assimilate into? ―We
assimilate into Jesus!‖
Understanding that the Bible is about Jesus is wonderful in
helping people assimilate. However, the question that needs to
be raised next is, "who do we say Jesus is?" The reason being,
the way we define and understand the person of Christ will also
have a lot to do with our assimilation. For example, is Jesus our
mascot; is Jesus our moral or mystical spiritual example; is Jesus
our motivational life coach? If people in the church body view
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Christ in any of the previous ways and we attempt to assimilate
into Christ without addressing these presuppositions we are not
sowing seeds of unity but merely are sowing seeds of false unity.
We are uniting and assimilating into a false Christ or simply
assimilating into Jesus in name only.
So who is Christ and who are we assimilating into when we say
that we assimilate into Jesus? Listen for a minute on how Jesus
defines himself:
 For I came not to call the righteous, but sinners. (Matthew
9:13b)
 For even the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve,
and to give his life as a ransom for many. (Mark 10:45)
 I am the resurrection and the life. Whoever believes in me,
though he die, yet shall live (John 11:25)
 I and the Father are one. (John 10:30)
 I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his
life for the sheep. (John 10:11)
 I am the way, and the truth and the life. No one comes to
the Father except through me. (John 14:6)
 I am the vine; you are the branches. Whoever abides in me
and I in him, he it is that bears much fruit, for apart from me
you can do nothing. (John 15:5)
Very simply put, we assimilate and unit together on the basis of
what Jesus says about Himself and how the scriptures define
Him. For when we make Jesus into a moral coach, a mascot for
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Christianity or a helper/encourager of those struggling with selfesteem we are not seeing ourselves or Christ rightly and
essentially, as previously stated, sowing a faulty foundation for
assimilation.
So, "who is Jesus or what is Jesus to us?" We can answer this
simply by saying, "Jesus is the Messiah and Savior who came
into the world to serve and save sinful humanity with redemption
and forgiveness. He came for me, a sinner, so that I might abide
with Him and have the blessed assurance of eternal life with the
Father." This is who the church assimilates into.
In conclusion to this section, the church must assimilate into
the Bible as its only and final source for authority, guide for faith
and conduct56. More specifically as we have previously stated,
the church assimilates into a Bible that is viewed as Christcentered. For the scriptures don't speak of Jesus as a mere
moral example, mascot or motivational inspiration but rather the
Majestic, Divine, Savior and Messiah of the world. A Messiah
who redeemed mankind from the consequences of their self-
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A portion of this statement was taken from the CLBA Statement of Faith, Paragraph A.
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chosen life to sin and freed mankind from the condemnation and
wrath of God.
New converts, transfer Christians and the existing church body
are continually assimilated into a Christ-centered Bible and a
Christ-crucified view of Jesus... these are the interpretive values
and message of the Bible for us.
Assimilate Into Statement of Faith, Core Values & “We Believe”
Assimilation for converts and transfer Christians not only
happens into the Word and the person of Christ, but this
assimilation can further be developed in the use of Sidney
Lutheran Brethren‟s Statement of Faith (i.e. CLBA Statement) and
the CLBA Statement of Core Values57. These Statements are the
church‟s, or the community of believer‟s, expression of what they
believe and value. The Statement of Faith is what governs the
preaching and teaching of the church and is what fuels the
mission of the church. More specifically the Church of the
Lutheran Brethren has been given a gift, a book titled ―We
Believe‖ by Dr. Tim Ysteboe. This book is concise commentary on
the CLBA Statement of Faith that helps flesh out to a great extent
57

See Appendix for a web link for the CLBA Statement of Faith and Statement of Core Values
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the meanings of the Statement of Faith. The preaching and
teaching of the church are to be held and measured against the
standard of the statement of faith. Furthermore, the Statement of
Faith, Statement of Core Values and the book ―We Believe‖ form
a good foundation to further assimilate and unify the church body.
Assimilated Into Luther‟s Small Catechism
A part of the CLBA Statement of Faith is ―Luther‘s Small
Catechism.‖ Luther‟s ―Small Catechism‖ has been a primary
teaching resource for the youth and families of the Lutheran
church for nearly 500 years. It captures 5 pillars that also provide
a foundational focus for assimilation and discipleship to take
place. The 5 pillars are as follows58:






The Ten Commandments (God‟s Law Words)
The Apostles Creed (God‟s Gospel Words)
Baptism (God‟s Mean or Way of Delivering Grace)
Communion (God‟s Mean or Way of Delivering Grace)
The Lord‟s Prayer (The Voice of Faith)

What do we Assimilate Into? Practical Assimilation
We not only assimilate theologically speaking but we also
assimilate into a proscriptive pattern and church environment.
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Martin Luther, The Small Catechism (http://www.bookofconcord.org/smallcatechism.php),
February 3rd of 2011
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While this proscriptive pattern is not an authoritative list that
mandates outward practice, it is a pattern that tends to result from
the proclamation of the Christ-centered Word of Christ-crucified.
We Assimilate Into A Culture Of Receptivity
Through the continual proclamation of the Word, both Law
and Gospel, a church culture of receptivity will develop. More
specifically, through the work of God‟s law, mainly the second
use59, people that are a part of the parish will be continually be
confronted with their own sinful condition.60 The work of the Law
will continually kill and bring the hearer to the place of receptivity
or make them give-able to. The purpose of the Law is to kill the
listener so that they might die to the Law in order that they might
live for God. The very fact that the Law kills is a gift. Not a
comfortable gift or even one we desire but one that is truly a gift
that serves the Gospel. The Law essentially opens the door (i.e.
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In the Smalcald Articles (http://www.bookofconcord.org/smalcald.php ~ February 3rd of
2011) from the reformation, Luther speaks about the Law saying, “The foremost office or power
of the law is that it reveals inherited sin and its fruits. It shows human beings into what utter
depths their nature has fallen and how completely corrupt it is.” This is the 2 nd Use of the Law
60
The Law is meant to reveal sin (Romans 3:20), stop our mouths from self-righteous justifying
(Romans 3:19), bring forth the terrors of hell, bring forth the terror of death and bring forth the
terror of God’s wrath (Romans 4:15). In the most simplistic terms the Law is not meant to
reform us but to kill us
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gift of repentance) for the gift of the Gospel to be received by
faith. As previously noted, parishioners will develop a disposition
of being receivers; receivers that continually receive the gift of
God‟s grace in Christ through faith.
Receiving From Worship ~ Word and Sacraments
More specifically this culture of receptivity will most likely be
seen in the atmosphere of corporate worship. Instead of worship
being a time where parishioners will actively give to God, worship
then becomes a time where parishioners come to receive from
God. Take note of the following from Bethel Lutheran Church‟s
Worship Committee.
―It has often been taught that we speak to God in worship;
that we summon his presence and offer Him praise. This
view sees God as the audience of our worship. However,
this is a pagan concept of worship. In pagan worship, the
worshiper comes before his or her god to bring offerings and
to present requests in order to please the particular god and
get the god to respond to the worshiper in the way the
worshiper desires (Lev. 10:1-3; Jer. 32:35; Ps. 78:56-59)
Christian worship is the exact opposite. God is the
speaker. We are the audience. He has called and invited us
before Him; He has called and invited us before Him
together so that He can talk with us. In both the Old and
New Testament worship God‘s Word, that speaks to us, is
central to the gathering. (Ex. 29:42; Neh. 9:1-4; Acts 2:1447)
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God speaks and we listen and respond. Through His Word,
the Bible, God shows His character and His works. He
speaks to us about our sin and about the way of salvation
through His Son, Jesus Christ.61
Assimilation practically happens as parishioners gather
together for worship in the spirit of receptivity, coming to receive
from God in His Word and Sacraments.
Receiving From Bible Studies & Sunday School
Assimilation also happens as parishioners come together in
a spirit of receptivity to receive from the Word through Bible
Studies in Small Group settings or Sunday School.
We Assimilate Into Our Particular Vocations
Worship, Bible Study, Sunday School, etc… are ways that
parishioners are fed from the Word and Sacraments. Once fed,
or we could say… blessed, they are then positioned to bless their
neighbor through their vocation62. The doctrine and
understanding of Vocation tends to be a lost idea in much of
Christianity today. However, it is a very simple, refreshing and
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Bethel Lutheran Church Word and Worship Committee, (Fergus Falls, MN, May 9 of 2006)
In thinking about the Doctrine of Vocation I often think of a quote from Martin Luther. He
once said something to this effect, “God doesn’t need our good works, our neighbor does.”
62
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simplistic concept. Gene Edward Veith writes on this subject
saying:
God healed me. I wasn‘t feeling well, so I went to the
doctor. The nurse ran some tests; the lab technicians
identified the problem; the doctor wrote me a prescription; I
had it filled by the pharmacist. In no time, I was a lot better. It
was God who healed me, and He did it through the medical
vocations.
God gave me my daily bread. He did it through the
farmer who grew the grain, the truck driver who hauled it, the
bakers at the factory, the stockers at the grocery store and
the lady at the checkout counter. It was God who fed me—
just as I prayed in the Lord‘s Prayer—and He did it through
the vocations of ordinary people just doing their jobs.
God talked to me. The pastor read God‘s Word. In the
sermon, he drew out of the Bible God‘s Law, which cut me to
the quick. Then he proclaimed the Gospel of how Christ has
done everything for my salvation. When I confessed my sins,
God, through His Word as delivered by the pastor, told me I
was forgiven.
This is the doctrine of vocation. The term literally means
―calling.‖
According to Luther, every Christian is called to
particular offices and tasks, through which God Himself
works to govern and care for His created order. God teaches
through teachers; He protects us through the vocations of
police officers firefighters, soldiers and government officials;
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He brings beauty through artists; He proclaims His Word and
administers His Sacraments through pastors.
Medieval Catholicism taught that only priests, nuns and
those in other church-work professions have a vocation, a
calling from God. The Reformation taught that all Christians
have callings from God, including those who work in the socalled secular sphere.
Reformed Christians also believe in the doctrine of
vocation, but their emphasis tends to be on ―Law‖: what the
Christian should do as a distinctly Christian parent, business
person, artist or tradesman. The Lutheran emphasis is
characteristically on ―Gospel‖: what God does through our
human callings.
Lutherans emphasize how God works through means:
In His spiritual kingdom, He works through the Word and
Sacraments as means of grace. In His earthly kingdom, He
works through the natural order and through human
vocations. Just as we receive God‘s manifold blessings
through other people, God works through us to bless others.
Though our relationship to God is based totally on His grace,
to which we can add nothing of our own, our relationship to
our neighbors does call for good works. The doctrine of
vocation has to do with our duties to love and serve our
neighbors.
Of course, in a fallen world, we also sin in our
vocations. We do not use our vocations to the fullest to serve
our neighbors, as God intends. We misuse our gifts, act
outside our callings, and struggle to carry out our
responsibilities. In Luther‘s terms, we bear our cross in our
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vocations. The doctrine of vocation amounts to a
comprehensive theology of the Christian life.
Luther identified four types of callings that every
Christian has: As a member of the church, as a member of a
family, as someone who works, and as a citizen of a
community. The Small Catechism includes a ―Table of
Duties,‖ which consists of Scriptural direction for the various
vocations.
As one reads the ―Table of Duties,‖ it is evident that one
person can hold a number of different vocations at once. A
man might be both a husband and a father, a master (to his
employees) and a servant (to his boss). He is subject to the
governing authorities and, possibly, a leader in his church. In
each case, God‘s Word gives direction for how we should
live out our callings. The Small Catechism also addresses
vocation in the section on ―The Office of the Keys,‖ in the
questions dealing with what sins we should confess. We are
told to ―Consider your place in life according to the Ten
Commandments: are you a father, mother, son, daughter,
husband, wife or worker?‖ The Second Table of the
Commandments—from ―Honor your father and your mother‖
to the injunctions to respect your neighbor‘s property and
relationships—all have to do with vocation. With the doctrine
of vocation, everyday life is transfigured. We realize that the
way to serve God is not by some extraordinary act of
mystical devotion, but by serving our neighbors in the daily
circumstances of life—in our families, our jobs, our church
and our involvement in the community.
With the doctrine of vocation, ordinary relationships, the
9-lo-5 routine, taking care of the kids, the work-a-day
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world—the way we spend most hours of the day—become
charged with the presence of God 63
As you can see, this is a relatively simple idea and to be
honest, very refreshing. Therefore, assimilation happens as
people are assimilated into a position of receptivity; receiving and
being blessed from God through the vessel, the church, so that
one might be a blessing to others (i.e. spouse, children, coworkers, etc…) through their vocation.
We Assimilate Into A Culture Of Missions
―Missions is simply pointing another beggar where the sweet
warm and free bread is!‖64
Finally, the church is also characterized by a culture of
mission that is fueled by an attitude of gratitude. Much has
already been said of this in the previous portions of this paper.
However, I will note again that missions has historically been
motivated by the attitude of gratitude and gratitude comes about
from hearing the Message of the Gospel and the message of the
Gospel is a message of forgiveness for sinners. Thus, for a
63

Gene Edward Veith, GOD ATWORK ~Every Christian has a particular calling from God (July,
2001 issue of The Lutheran Witness)
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Quote Source Unknown.
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person to be assimilated into the understanding and culture of
Vocation and Missions, it begins by being receptive to the Gospel.
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Part 4:
Implementation for SLBC
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Part 4 of this paper deals specifically with the
implementation or what we learned in Part 3 into the context of
what we learned in Part 2. In other words, Part 4 takes the
theology, ideology, and attitudes of Part 3 and attempts to
implement or mesh it with the cultural and theological
environment of the Mondak Region as presented in Part 2.
It is my belief that the majority of the work in bringing about
fruitful evangelism and assimilation really takes place at a heart
level. In other words, it is my belief that the work of the Word to
bring about receptivity and gratitude do more for evangelism and
assimilation than any well-oiled implementation plan. As I read
books like ―Evangelism in the Early Church‖ and ―The Barbarian
Conversion‖ I received the impression from Michael Green and
Richard Fletcher that evangelism in the early church happened
many times in an unorthodox and unorganized fashion. This
reality of early evangelism, however, does not grant us a pass to
not plan. Rather, I am going to lay forth several implementation
ideas in humility confessing that the bulk of the evangelism and
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assimilation happen as God through His Word transforms hearts,
grants love, and gratitude for outreach.
Evangelism ~ Practical Implementation
Personal Evangelism
We live in a day and an age where there is a plethora of
options for almost anything. In equipping the church body for
personal evangelism, I believe there are more benefits towards
equipping people in evangelism by helping them simply
understand what not to do. It may seem odd to do training this
way, but I believe that by equipping the church body to think
about evangelism critically, it actually will help the church be
refined from the Word to know what and how to actually do
evangelism.
For personal training I am proposing a 4 week course for
individuals to learn how to evangelize. A loose format is
suggested below:
Week 1: Assessing the Culture of Sidney, MT
Overview of the Theology of Evangelism
Week 2: Pros and Cons of William Fay‟s “Share Jesus
Without Fear Series‖
Pros and Cons of Ray Comfort‟s ―The Way of the
Master‖
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Week 3: Pros and Cons of Bill Jack‟s ―Simple Tools for
Brain Surgery‖
Pros and Cons of The Emergent Church View of
Evangelism
Week 4: Developing a Lutheran and Biblical Model for
Evangelism65
Following the course work it would be appropriate to hold
further training if requested and quite possibly form a team of
people that could join together for mutual support in evangelism
towards the culture of Sidney (i.e. culture, evangelism &
assimilation committee and/or team). This of course depends on
the receptivity of this training in our church body and the
willingness of those in attendance.
Oikos Evangelism
As previously stated the natural oikos is a great gift to the
church. Through the network of family, relatives and friends, the
tentacles of the church body are spread throughout society. One
idea of evangelism implementation through the oikos is to foster
outreach through what is called, ―Christianity Explored.‖
Christianity explored is a DVD series that explores the Christian
65

A Lutheran Model for Evangelism can be developed through using Law and Gospel. Examples
of the Law would be simply the 10 Commandments from Exodus 20 and examples of the Gospel
are captured in the metaphors outlined by Jacob Preus in his book, “Just Words” (Concordia
Publishing House, 2000)
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faith and is to be held in the midst of the intimacy and closeness
of a meal provided at a church or someone‟s home. It is
described below through the following questions and answers66.
Q. Who is Christianity Explored for?
A. Christianity Explored is for anyone who wants to
investigate Christianity informally with a group of other
people. Whether you have previous experience of Church,
Christians and the Bible, or none at all, this course is for you.
Everyone is welcome - from the most sympathetic Sunday
schooler to the convinced atheist. We will respect your
background, culture and beliefs. Tell us as little or as much
about yourself as you feel comfortable.
Q. What goes on?
A. A meal is usually provided at the start of the evening
(typically 7pm), so don't worry if you have to come straight
from work. The course is normally run in several groups of
six to nine people, and after briefly discussing the course
material from the week before, there is a talk or DVD on the
theme for that week. Then the groups discuss any questions
that have arisen, and the evening ends at about 9pm. Of
course, if you'd like, you're welcome to stick around a bit
longer for a coffee to discuss any further issues you might
have. And you can ask any question you want, at any time
during the course.
Q. How long does the course last?
A. The course runs for 10 weeks, including a weekend (or
day) away, when you can explore other areas such as the
Bible, the Holy Spirit, prayer and the church.
Q. Can I pull out if I want to?
A. Of course you can.
66
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Q. How much does the course cost?
A. Nothing - but some courses might ask for a small
contribution towards any food provided.
Q. Do I have to bring anything?
A. No, all course materials are provided.
Q. Is it 'churchy'?
A. We hope not. It's not a church service. There's no
praying, singing, or clapping, and you won't be asked to read
aloud.
Q. Am I going to get preached at?
A. Each evening includes a talk (or DVD) designed to
explain an aspect of Christian belief and to stimulate
discussion. Hopefully you'll find it challenging and amusing.
The group leaders will facilitate discussion and try to answer
questions.
Q. Do I have to speak in the group?
A. Not if you don't want to. You are welcome to come and
just sit and listen.
Q. How is Christianity Explored different from other
courses?
A. The focus on Mark's Gospel, with its emphasis on who
Jesus was, what his aims were, and what it means to follow
him, makes Christianity Explored quite different.
Q. Why is the course run?
A. Christians count it a real privilege to explain the truth and
relevance of the Christian message. We don't have all the
answers but believe that we have exciting news to share
about Jesus Christ.
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As you can see, Christianity Explored works in a gentle way
through the natural oikos that is already established in the social
fabric of Sidney. What I appreciate about it is that it is relational,
natural and the DVD also allows an atmosphere where everyone
is learning together. Because a DVD is used, it allows the whole
group in attendance a common platform for discussion.
Furthermore, the longevity of the series also provides for
relationships to develop and ministry to continue outside of the
walls of the church
Corporate Evangelism
Corporate evangelism happens as the official church
ministers and shares the Gospel to the surrounding community.
This is happening and can happen through the following
mediums.
 Current Corporate Evangelism:
o The Church‟s Facebook Account serves to
connect the some 5,000 Facebook members in
Richland County to posted sermons, teaching
sheets and articles.
o The Church‟s Website serves to connect the
World Wide Web and those in Richland County to
the posted sermons, teaching sheets and articles.
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o The Church‟s Podcasting sight serves to connect
the World Wide Web and those in Richland
County to the message of the Gospel found in the
Sunday Morning Proclamation.
o Pastor Matt‟s blog serves to connect the World
Wide Web and those in Richland County to the
message of the Gospel through the various blog
posts.
o The Newspaper ads also shares information about
the church, such as location, time and ministries
so that people may connect with the church.
o The Church has recently become a member of the
Chamber of Commerce. This connects the church
with a large portion of activity in the Sidney
Community. The church has many brochures at
the Chamber so as to connect to new comers.
o The Church has done a worship service in the
local park as a service to the community. More
options like this can be thought of during the
summer months.
 Possible Corporate Evangelism:
o The medium of Radio and Television also need to
be explored in the months to come.
o Television: The possibility of having our worship
services televised.
o Radio: The option of having brief 30 second
„grace‟ moment (i.e. portions of the sermon)
played on 95.1 FM.
o The Church also has opportunities of becoming
incarnate into the culture through:
 Serving at Chamber Events
 Having a Float in the City Parade
 Etc…
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Several cautions to keep in mind: Please keep in mind that
the evangelism efforts of the corporate church always come
secondary to the ministry of personal evangelism and the ministry
that happens through the natural oikos. Furthermore, one needs
to keep in mind that opportunities to have a Float in the City
Parade do not convert souls. Opportunities such as this are
simply bridges that provide avenues for the church to speak the
Word and connect the public to the means of grace. We cannot
be the Gospel for the Gospel is the good news of Jesus Christ. In
other words, the church can become so saturated with doing
corporate ministry that is fails to proclaim the Word. Stated yet
another way, the ideas above are simply tools in which the church
uses to connect people to the Word and Sacraments. Without the
Word and Sacraments, everything shared above is merely empty
stuff and futile at best.
Assimilation ~ Practical Implementation
In thinking about Assimilation, the key is to assimilate people
into the message of the cross. This happens as people are
grafted into God‟s story; that God‟s story is their story. We do
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have to admit that assimilation often starts at the oikos level,
through families. However, spiritually speaking this assimilation
really takes root as people are grafted into the Word.
In the book ―High Expectations‖ Thom Rainer spent over 2
years interviewing over 500 evangelical churches trying to assess
the main points of assimilation. From his findings he states,
―Although expository preaching was rated the highest single factor
in our earlier study on evangelistic churches, we were surprised to
discover that it was strongly correlated to the back door. Indeed
in this study, expository preaching was second only to Sunday
School among the methodologies that are effective in
assimilation.‖67
Not only is the Sunday morning worship service an obvious
and practical starting point of assimilation but according to Rainer
it is the 2nd best option for assimilation. In thinking about the
Worship Service, everything we do is not to appease or
pragmatically acquire new members. Rather everything that we
do is in service to the Word, for it is Christ who does His work
67
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through the Word. Therefore, the purpose of having ushers is
simply to allow people to be put at ease in finding a seat, feeling
comfortable, etc… so that they may not have any distractions in
hearing the Word. Furthermore, the reason why the church looks
for order in the worship service is not be legalistic nor to do it out
of motive of serving God but good order is present to serve our
neighbor, so that they are not distracted from hearing the Word.
Therefore, practical assimilation happens when the church body,
whether it is the ushers, sound booth operators, worship leaders
are all in an attitude of serving their neighbor so that they might
be able to hear the Word and be assimilated into the unchanging
truths of scripture.
Practically speaking assimilation happens as each part of
the body does its own calling/work in the worship service so that
the ministry of the Word can take place.
From the context of the Word and the spoken news of
Forgiveness, fellowship then flows outward. It isn‟t that fellowship
is not important, rather fellowship and friendship flow out of the
context of the Word of God; for we unite together into Christ and
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our brotherhood is based not on personalities but the ministry of
Christ to us.68
Assimilation continues as people are assimilated into the
Word through ministries such as Sunday School Classes69,
Wednesday Night Activities, etc… At SLBC our two largest
assimilation points other than Sunday Morning Worship are
Sunday School and Wednesday Night Bible Studies. Both of
these ministries have fellowship opportunities for the whole family
(i.e. coffee fellowship and soup fellowship). These are wonderful
times where the ministry of the Word happens in a more intimate
setting and where a richness of dialogue can occur to a great
degree. Bonds of fellowship around the Word are strengthened
through these avenues.
In my humble opinion the key ingredients for effective
assimilation at SLBC are already in place through the
methodologies of the Worship Service and Sunday
School/Wednesday Night Studies. Sidney is in a culture that still,
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See Galatians 3:28
Keep in mind that according to Rainer, Sunday School is the top methodology for assimilation
within the church body.
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to a certain extent, honors Sunday Mornings and Wednesday
Nights; both the days that our key ministries take place. Due to
the size of Sidney Lutheran Brethren official orientation classes
for assimilation are not appropriate. However, the work of staff,
elders and long standing members is fundamental and key in
assimilating new converts and new transfers into the church body.
Simply going out to eat with a new family to share the culture of
Sidney Lutheran Brethren and the blessings of the Word70 will
prove most profitable. A church culture of receptivity, simplicity
and gratitude are extremely valuable towards assimilation.
However, underneath this section I would add the additional term
of „awareness‟ into the cultural mix of Sidney Lutheran Brethren.
Simply being aware of new people and the blessing to point them
to the Word will do more for foundational assimilation than any
profound class. As discussion continues on assimilation it may be
profitable to further equip Sunday Morning Ushers with tools to
begin the process of assimilation and quite possibly establish a
welcoming/assimilation committee and/or team.

70

i.e. simply being a witness.
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Part 5:
Summary
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In summary we have taken a brief exploration of the culture
of the MonDak region, the theological landscape of America and
Sidney as well as the cultural landscape of America. This brief
exploration of culture has proven that the challenges are vast and
diverse. From there we explored the theology of missions and
evangelism. We learned that it is God who has completed the
mission and we are given the opportunity to simply announce the
good news to others. This announcing of the gospel happens
through what we would call bridges. We have three bridges
before us: personal, oikos and corporate. It is through these
bridges that we communicate and share the good news to our
neighbor. Once our neighbor has heard and is faithing in the
Gospel, they begin the process of being assimilated. In this
section we discussed at a great length the idea of what people
are being assimilated into. Theologically speaking people are
assimilated into the Word, Christ-crucified and the Lutheran
Confessions whereas practically speaking people are assimilated
into an atmosphere of: receptivity, the simplicity of vocation and
gratitude towards missions. Fleshing this out even further we
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examined several practical implementations of these ideas for
Sidney Lutheran Brethren Church. We discussed ideas such as:
personal evangelism training, the addition of Christianity Explored
for ministry through the oikos and various corporate ways of
connecting the church to the culture. Finally, we read the good
news that much of the structure is already in place for assimilation
to take place in Sidney Lutheran Brethren Church. The top two
assimilation points are the Sermon/Worship Service and Sunday
School.
As Sidney Lutheran Brethren church continues into the
future, my prayer is that as a church body we can find ourselves
confessing, ―Because of God‘s grace towards us in Christ… we
are in the world and for the world yet not of the world; we are
blessed so that we might be a blessing.‖
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Galatians 6:18
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Appendix
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Part 2 Study Guide: Analyzing Culture
Cultural Landscape of the MonDak Region
1) According to Kathleen Norris, the MonDak Region is a
remarkably unstable region. Do you agree or disagree with her
assessment? Why or why not?

2) Assuming that there is an element of truth to Norris‟
observation, how does this instability impact the evangelism of
the Gospel? Does it serve as an obstacle or an advocate for
the evangelism of the Gospel?

3) How does the geographical separation of the MonDak region
from the coasts serve the ministry of the Gospel? How does it
hinder it?

4) How does the influx of new oil boom people impact or change
the dynamics or sociology of the MonDak region? What
challenges and benefits does this influx bring in connection to
sharing and ministering the Gospel?

5) In what ways are individuals and churches affected by the
cultural tension that is brought about between agrarian and
cosmopolitan mindsets? (See Chart On Page 10)
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6) Do evangelization methodologies and languages change when
ministering to the two different groups of agrarian and
cosmopolitan?

7) What Law and Gospel observations can be made from the
previous questions?

Theological Landscape of North America and Sidney
8) In your own words describe what Michael Horton means by,
“Moral Therapeutic-Deism.” Have you seen this theology being
practiced and taught before?

9) Why is it spiritually dangerous to think higher of oneself than
one should extremely dangerous?

10) What are your thoughts of the diagram on page 14 and the
sheet titled, ―Human Nature and the Salvific Work of God‖ that
is listed in the appendix?
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11) In what ways does the MonDak culture embrace
Pelagianism? In what ways does the MonDak region reject
Pelagianism?

Cultural Landscape of North America
12) In this post-Christian world, can one assume that everyone
understands the basics of the Christian story and Christian
vocabulary? How does your answer impact the way
evangelism is conducted to the post-Christian world?

13) Does a changing cultural landscape affect or change the
message or God‟s methodology of delivering salvation (i.e.
means of grace)?
Further Notes and Thoughts:
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Part 3 Study Guide: Equipping SLBC
Evangelism and Missions
1) In your own words, what is the Gospel, what is missions and
what is evangelism? How does the given definition of
evangelism and missions given in part 3 compare to your
answers?

2) Were you struck by the lists describing what Missions and
Evangelism were „not?‟

3) How does the story of a used car salesman verses a news
announcer strike you?

4) How does the attitude and motivation of the early church
impact you? Does cultural messiness and longevity of early
church conversion similar to the post-Christian culture that we
are now in as discussed in part 2?

5) In what ways can you and the church fall prey to sectarianism
and syncretism? How does the cross/Christ embrace the
saying of ―we are in the world and for the world but not of the
world?‖
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6) What are your thoughts on the sheet titled, “Christ and Culture”
that is posted in the appendix?

7) What are your initial thoughts on the oikos view of evangelism?

8) Is it easy to forfeit and forget personal and oikos evangelism in
thinking about corporate evangelism?

Assimilation
9) In your own words, what is assimilation and what does the
church assimilate into?

10) How can incorrect understandings of the Bible and the
Person of Christ lay faulty assimilation?

11) What are your thoughts in the practical assimilation section?
Being assimilated into: receptivity, the simplicity of one‟s
vocation and missions?
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12) On pages 46-47, how does this view of worship promote an
atmosphere of unity and promote assimilation?

13) What are your thoughts on being assimilated into a
Statement of Faith and Values versus being assimilated into a
church personality, regional culture, etc...? What is positive
about this and what is negative? Do you think this way of
assimilation is possible? Why or why not?

14) How does the teachings of Vocation impact the way you
view your Christian life and the church body?

Further Notes and Thoughts:
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Part 4 Study Guide: Implementation for SLBC
1) How important are the concepts, attitudes and theology
when looking at implementing evangelism and assimilation
into the church body?

2) Would personal evangelism training done from the
perspective of „what not to do‟ be more helpful or less helpful
than showing „what to do?‟

3) What other helpful things could be done to equip and
implement evangelism for you in Sidney Lutheran Brethren?

4) Can inviting someone to Worship serve as an effective way
for evangelism and assimilation?

5) With Christianity explored, what benefits and downfalls do
you see with this possibility?

6) In what ways can natural evangelism happen through your
oikos network?
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7) How do the cautions about Corporate Evangelism on page
61 strike you?

8) How do Thom Rainer‟s findings on page 62 impact you? Are
you surprised, not surprised, etc…

9) How do Thom Rainer‟s findings impact your view of the
church and ministry?

10)
Why do you think that Sunday School ranks as the #1
assimilation tool for the church today?

11)
What makes the worship service and the sermon so
powerful for the work of assimilation?

12)
Please read the summary printed on pages 67-68. In
reading this summary talk about the paper as a whole.

13)
Feel free with the remainder portion of time to freely
discuss anything of your choosing in this paper.
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Implementation Calendar and Online Resource Page
Possible Implementation Calendar:
February to May of 2011: Release and Distribute Paper… let it
permeate and cook.
June to August of 2011: Study during the Wednesday Night
Summer Bible Studies
September to December of 2011: Conduct a Fall Sermon Series
off of the paper; Begin Evangelism Training; Start Promoting
“Christianity Explored‖; and explore other Corporate Evangelism
Ideas.
January 2012: Implement and Encourage: Personal Evangelism,
Oikos Evangelism and begin Christianity Explored. Establish
possible evangelism and assimilation committees/teams.
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Online Resources
Analyzing Culture Resources
Pelagianism: Michael Horton
http://pastormattrichard.webs.com/Pelagianism.pdf
Sidney Herald
http://www.sidneyherald.com/
Assimilation Resources
CLB Statement of Faith
http://pastormattrichard.webs.com/CLB%20Statement%20of%20
Faith_B.pdf
CLB Statement of Core Values
http://www.mylightonthehill.org/whatwevalue.htm
We Believe: Commentary on the CLB Statement of Faith
http://www.webelievebook.com/
Martin Luther‟s Small Catechism
http://www.bookofconcord.org/smallcatechism.php
Series on Vocation: Gene Veith
http://www.pastormattrichard.com/2010/07/god-at-work.html
Implementation Resources
SLBC Elder Board Vision Documents:
www.mylightonthehill.org/Extending%20Grace_Part_1.pdf
www.mylightonthehill.org/Extending%20Grace_Part_2.pdf
www.mylightonthehill.org/Extending%20Grace%20Vision.pdf
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